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Democracy  is  something  deeper  than liberty;  it  is  responsibility—Boston  Qlobe 
FOUNDED 
IN    1873 luhml RICHARD  BUKER IN CHAPEL—FRI. 
VOL. LX  X- LEWISTON, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, MAY IS. 1932 PRICE TEN CENTS 
ADAMS, KNOX, JELLISON AND 
WHITTEN EXPECTED TO WIN 
POINTS AT NEW ENGLANDS 
Annual Intercollegiate Meet At Providence This 
Year- Pick Bates Quartet To Place In . 
440, 100, Mile, And Two Mile Run 
BOWDOIN   POSSIBLE   WINNER 
Adams   Defending   Cliuinp- 
inii in 440—Fast Field 
In Mile Run 
Four Bates men are looked upon 
:-.J point winners in Saturdays New 
Kngland Intercollegiate Meet. 
Adam.-, defending champion  in  the 
440,    is   again    lb*   favorite   in   that 
though he    will l)"    closely 
I    by  MoOafferty,    the    Holy 
-tar quarter-mller who An tailed i 
inches behind Adams in last year's 
race Jellison ta picked ae one of the 
strong mile contenders, Whifeten la 
; i come in Be mid or third in 
the two mil s . rent, while Billy 
. one of the half dozen ten 
flat men who figure in the century 
$ 'oring. 
Nine, With 11-5 
Win Over Maine, 
Off for Harvard 
Garnet Has Big Fourth 
Inning In Game With 
Pale Blue 
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Committee Names 
Winning Entrants 
Of Song Contest IS 
Bates Smoker Composer jj 
Repeats This Year 
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i in Record May Go 
When   Arn     Adam*. 
Holland, also of    Holy Cross,    and 
on of Northeastern step across 
iniah  line  In   the quarter  mile. 
;h • timers are sure to dock    some 
y good time. Last  year. Adams 
broke the New Kngiand record with 
48 2-5, and    is apt to repeal    that 
performance if he does not do hetter. 
In  the  State  Meet  Saturday,  he  did 
411   1-5.  and  ta  due  to  improve  this 
week.   Last   Saturday,   racing     with 
Holland ami Park of Boston College, 
McOafferty did 49  2-6,    but he wan 
not  pushed at the finish,    so    it ta 
sp    ted  that  he  will  turn     out   a' 
hetter   performance   this   week.   The 
race    is  going to     be a  good     one, 
with Grieve of Northeastern.  Parks.! 
and possibly Shea,    a  strong    man 
last  year,  giving    some  trouble     to 
the   leaders.   Shea   Inns   not   shown   as 
much speed  this year,  but  the New 
Emglande may tell another story. 
Bowdoin  Possible  Winner 
On  account  oif  the     Polar  Bear's 
easy win in  the State Meet. Bow loin 
is seriously considered ?s thi   winner 
With inj' i.-.l confidence due to 
a ll-.'i win over Maine last Friday, 
the Garnet ball tossers, minus the 
of Coach Morey who is still 
confined to his home by illness, left 
early this morning for Cambridge 
M Caffortv where they will imeet Harvard thta 
afternoon in the annual ball same 
between the two teams. 
The line-up today will probably 
be the same as the one which opened 
against Maine, with Millett in the 
box for the Bobcats. and acting- 
coach Ted Brown behind the hat. 
Win  Over  Maine  Unexpected 
The Maine same was a surprise to 
. ports cLojpesters, who see the State 
University boys an holders of the 
state title this spring.    Four Maine 
pit.hers were hammered conclusive- 
ly by the inspired Bates hitters who 
were being coached through a system 
of telephone relays liy Coach Morey. 
The sy.si. m worked to perfection. 
Two Bates men in the press box on 
tap of the grand stand cave Val 
Burati, who was at Moray's bedside. 
a play by play report of the same. 
and    Burati    relayed   Mercy's   orders 
to the press box. from which they 
were  coimmnnicated  to  the  batters. 
The one bad tea: are of the Garnet 
play was the free ticket from third 
to home which was granted Hincks, 
M.Iin '- i "eran a ater BeW guar- 
dian. In the fourth inning, the latter 
The committee in charge of the 
second Bales sons contest announ- 
ces the awards as follows: a prize 
of Si 5.00 to Stanton H. Woodmw, 
'20, of Portland for "Bates Co- 
Ed" i word.- and music), and $10.00 
to Alice Lawrj Gould, '17. of Wash- 
ington, i». . for her "Sons of the 
Returning" to be sung to the Lon- 
donderry  Air. 
Both Mr. Woodman and Mrs. 
Gould were active members of the 
Spofford Club during their under- 
graduate days. He was president of 
the club and during her senior year K 
Mrs.  Gould   was  elected   trlce-presi-ljj 
I-tit.  She  was also  literary editor of   X 
'he STUDENT and she wrote the 
Last Chapel Hymn. Since her grad- 
uation Mrs. Could has written ex- 
tensively tor publication. A book of 
poems,   FLOTILLA,  came   from   her 
pen in 1926. It will be remembered 
that Mr. Woodman won a prize In 
the sons contest last year for the 
Hales Smoker". 
The Song Contest committee ap- 
preciates very much the interest 
shown by all those who submitted 
material, even though they did not 
receive any award. Friends will be 
glad to know that the Boston B 
Club, through the good offices of E. 
I. Winslow, "93, and Emerson 
Whitman, '00, have agri ed to pro- 
vide a fund of $50.00 to be use I 
tor awards In a Inline sons con- 
test. 
The prize songs Of this year Will 
be Introduced at one of the first as- 
semblies next fall. 
:o: — 
f the New England meet. MelAUgh-  .,,;,!,:,..,,,,, ,,„. ",,0 .,.,.,  ,,.„„, the hot 
lin. who accounted 'for twenty of his 
Alma Mater's points. i,s again 
scheduled to take the 220 yard low 
hurdles, and a second at least in the 
220 dash. It ta not expected that he 
will repeat his feat of latst week and 
enter five events. Bowdoin Is safe 
for three points at least in the high 
bundles, with Stan wood, the defend- 
ing champion, in great shape. 
Another very good man who is 
apt to go places is MaL-Donne.il of 
Holy Cross, who ta favored to take 
tlte 'high hurdle.- over Stanwood of 
Bowdoin. however impossible that 
may seem. Ma.Donnell has done 
15.1 in these hurdles. He is atao 
stated for a second to McLaughlin in 
the low hurdles. 
corner     to  the   plate     while  Millett 
was winding up. 
This served as a stimulus to 
Bal is, however, for In their half of 
the inning, the Bobcats pounded 
Spurling, Maine hinder, for four 
runs. after which Romansky. 
and Nutting, two more Pale Blue 
pitchers, were retired in that 
order, and Kisonak. a left field- 
er had to be brought in from 
the pasture to throw to the batters. 
n runs were scored altogether in 
the frantic fourth, while Fred Brice 
sat on the Maine bench and wished 
be had thought of using a telephone. 
The hard hitting that the Bates 
players •showed themselves capable 
loin* brings reassurance to those 
McLaughlin will probably, con- w])|) ,,., , Kjven up hopes of seeing a 
contests hie efforts on the two 220 s. hiU.d hitting Bates baseball team 
Galbraith is way above the field in lUi. Vfal. gerry hit the ball hard, as 
the hammer throw, hie nearest (U { lhj, ,.(,.t „,f nis teammat. j. Every- 
competitor. as last week, being Per- ,|(' ]y (,x..(,,;il Brown got a hit. 
kins of Colby.  Don  Favor of  Maine/ Han,  S).i,edut<'  Ahead 
who fouled  threa times in the State;      *_side   from   the.   Harvard      same. 
Meet hammer    trials,    has    a good   Bates Is scheduled to meet Bowdoin 
Summa Cum Laude 
Degrees Awarded 
To Two Seniors 
Honors   Announced  At 
Chapel By Dr. Law- 
rence Monday 
Ql"EEX Of IVY HOP 
.lohn   Dobi-avolsky, 
Contest   Kditor 
Por I he greater convenience 
of   I lie   si intent      IHXI.V,      repre- 
sentatfvea have been appointed 
in the various dormitories with 
whom voles may lx- left. These 
are as follows: (base House, 
Pearl Uttlefleld; 1'rye House, 
I., <■ Lord: Milliken House, 
.Mar.iorie l.oodlioul; YVhillier 
House, Beatrice Niclson; Hand 
Hall, Gertrude White: John 
Bertram,     Komi     Perry;     W. 
Parker,   Vincent    Kirhy:      East 
Parker,     Leo     Barrj:     Roger 
Williams,   John   Stevens;   Town 
Girls;   Town   room  with  Mary 
O'Ncil. ib" Sludenl asks your 
(•■•operation     in     making     this 
contest a success and suggests 
lb.it   you  v >te  al   once. 
Since the identity of the co- 
ed     who    is    to   lie   chosen   for 
iiiis honor  is 10 be concealed 
unlit   tin' .I'lnoum-onicnl   of  the 
winner in next weeks Student, 
J. is Quite Impossible ai tliia 
lime to make any statement 
as to tin- standing of con- 
testants, ' xcept Ihal l<> dale 
the voting favors a popular 
freshman c.i-cd. who Is closely 
seconded     by     a     senior     girl. 
Every subscriber is urged to 
vote for his choice for she 
Queen of I f}  Hop. 
Garnet Musicians 
In Radio Program 
PRESIDENT GRAY APPROVES 
THREE CHAPEL SUGGESTIONS 
OF STUDENT GROUP MONDAY Sunday on WCSH 
Administration Financ-I Results. Of Meeting Indicate For Next Year, 
chance of  throwing for third in the 
New Englands. 
Bowdoin's other points come in 
the high jump, where Stanwood Is 
again the defending champion, and 
due. to take Brat, though Smith of 
Springfield is another 6 foot jumper 
and may contest first place. Usher 
is also likely to get a point in the 
mile. Nibloek. star discus man. does 
not figure in thta meet, because 
freshmen are not entered at all. 
Joffisoa Has Baltic 
iRuss Jellison does not enter the, 
mile as the -favorite this time. | 
Moynaha.n of Boston College. who| 
ran a great race in the Penn Relays! 
as captain of the two mile relay j 
team which won the championship ai. ,in 
in that event, has done a 4:25 mile 
this season, while JeWfaon'a best has 
been 4:27 2-5. Noyes of New Hamp- 
shire, who beat Jellison in the dual 
meet two weeks ago. is also a 
possible winner. But is is thought 
at Bates that Jellison was 'not in the 
best of condition last week, and not 
at all in good shape when he raced 
Noyes, so that he may .be the mile 
winner Saturday. Jellison will 
probably enter in only this event 
this week. 
Friday at Brunswick, and to come 
back here Saturday for an encounter 
with Tufts. The Bowdoin game 
ought to furnish plenty of excite- 
ment, with the Brunswick boys 
wanting to deal out punishment for 
their loss to Rales here, a month 
ago, in an exhibition game. Either 
LaVallee or Bugbee will start that 
game. 
 . :o:  
Maine Clubwomen Meet 
For Third Year Here 
In- 
Dr.  Wright 
Wilcox Star in Century 
P, sides the 44 0 record, others 
may go Saturday. Wilcox. Wes- 
leyans star century man. has done 
!t 4-5 repeatedly in that dash, and 
mav do .better in the New Englands. 
as he will be closely pressed by an 
array of 10 flat men who are all 
anxious to annex a victory »"** 
of  Williams     is  the 
Bell of; Cro-s   t-   Made record.   Miller 
The annual field day of the Maine 
Federation of Women's Clubs will 
be held on the Bates Campus, 
Saturday. May 21. Mrs. William 
S lioppe of Auburn is the general 
chairman. and arrangements are 
already near completion. 
The program,  which will  begin in 
the chapel     Saturday  morning 
eludes the fallowing: 
Address of Welcome 
"Literary  Blues" 
"Enjoyment of Poetry" 
Harold  T.  Pulsifer 
"Kb ment  of  Music  in  Goethe's 
Poetry" I*™*- Harmes 
Selections by the Women's Glee Club 
•Song  of the Soul" «"?' 
"In the Time of Hoses"     Reirhhardt 
■•Tree-" B* 
4-A   Play  a   Feature 
One  of  the  important  features of 
the dav   will     b?  the  production  by 
Bate;      4-A      Players      of      Eugene 
O'Neill's  one act   play  "Where  the 
This year, for the first time In 
the history of the college, two stu- 
dents in the same class will grad- 
uate With the honorary degree of 
Summa Cum Lands. B. Lucile 
Foulger of Ogden. Utah, and Wen- 
dall A.  Bay of Auburn, are tlie two 
who   are   to      receive      the      highest 
honor   that   Bates   can   bestow   upon 
hen.   Dr.   Lawrance   announced   in 
Ihapel last Monday. The Summa 
Cum I.aude degree, awarded onlv 
to studei.is of superlative academic 
achievement, has been conferred on 
but   one   student   hitherto.   John    B. 
Alexander, of the class of 192S. 
The announcement does not come 
in the way Of a surprise to those 
who have known these two white 
In college. Miss Foulger received 
her honor for work in English, and 
Bay tor research In chemistry, but 
both of them have been outstanding 
In all lines of scholastic endeavor. 
Two   Seniors   also    received   the    de- 
rn e of Magma Cum Laude. Mar- 
garet J. McBride of Lubec, In Eng- 
lish, and Randolph Weatherhee Of 
Lincoln in History. Both have been 
highly deserving of the honor. 
W'eatbet bee's distinction comes as a 
fitting climax to a brilliant college 
t Three times president of 
his class president of the student 
council, varsity debater extraordi- 
nary, Phi Beta Kappa student and 
member of the College Club, he has 
achieved an enviable record 
four years at  Bates. 
Eight more qualified for the Cum 
Laude degree: Muriel F. Bliss 
attleboro Mass.. in German: Bmer- 
son F. Blodgeti of New Gloucester, 
in Psychology: George A. Burke of 
Lewiston in Economics; Marion J. 
Crosby of Auburn, in English: 
William H. Dunham Jr. of Linekin, 
in History: Jeannette L. Gottesfeld 
of   Lewiston,    in    French:    Elmer    I.. 
Mitchell of Litchfleld, In English: 
and Howard E. Page of Lynn. Mass. 
in  Biblical   Literature. 
It is interestir.g to note that ten 
of the twelve honor students have 
their  homes   in   Maine. 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.-::-: 
Faculty Member 
Edits New Book 
On Journalism 
Paul Whitbeck Has Also 
Taught Subject 
Mr.   Paul   Whitbeck     of  the   En? 
lish   department     is   among     those 
whose   names   appear     as   assistant 
ait ,,,   of   Bastlan's     "Editing   the 
Day's News'-   (Macmillan), the new 
si   and   most   up-to-date     text     on 
journalism   that   the  market   affords. 
The book has just been re-edited bj 
Leland    D.    Case,   former   editor   of 
Rotarlan"   and   now   professor 
of Journalism  al   Northwestern   Uni- 
%. rgi, j    and M :  Whitbeck has bee i 
',  co-        ...       '•' ! b     him 
..;>  iy  on  the make-up,    copy, 
and  hi adline  work. 
B has gained a meas- 
uri      "i   worth     while     advertising 
through   this   assistance   which   one 
it   her   instructors   has   rendered   to 
be preparation    of such    a   widely 
I   journalism   text,   it   is  not  the 
work      Of   the   kind      that      Mr. 
Whitbeck has done, as he has been 
Interested in the newspaper Held 
for some time, and  has taught  sev- 
t ,-al  courses  in  journalism. 
ing Third in Series 
A radio program of ctaseicaJ mu- 
sic will be presented by the music 
otata next Sunday evening, in their 
Bnat] . on< ■ rt of the season. The 
broadcast will take place over sta- 
tion WCSH in Portland, from 7:80 
to 8:00 P. M.. Daylight Saving 
Time. 
The organizations taking part in 
• his ice;, least !'• present the cream 
of Bates' musical talent. The Little 
Symphony, under the direction of 
Maestro <:iil dapperton, will play. 
:.:'■ . which Sy.lv,.st.-i- Can. r. our 
inimitable baritone, will sing. Then 
the Meit's Glee Club will present 
two folksongs -"My Johnnie Was A 
Shoemaker", an English air ar- 
ranged by l> jms Taylor; and thej 
plantation melody, "Uncle Moon",i 
by Scott. The concent is under thej 
lire, lion of Professor Seldon T. 
Crafts. 1: is evident that this 88- 
. mtolage of talent will leave the 
public with a good impression of 
i: .-,-• musical ability, through the 
summer. 
This is the third radio concert of 
the    Bat* 3    musical    organisations. 
They   have   lien  .sponsored,     ill     the 
previous  lases, by the "Student" and 
the    S  ul. a.    Council.      but    the   ad- 
mintstratlon has consented to aid ho 
Val iry Burnt! lias been the 
moving spirit in organizing these 
broa ! :•!-. and it is due to his 
labors that Mr. L. 0. Pitman, the 
dire, tor  oi   station   WCSH.   has  been 
kind enough to give us the time on 
I he air. 
Co-Ed Seating, More Cuts, And a Student 
Chapel Advisory Committee 
Plans Definite For New Chapel Seating 
Co-educational seating arrangeBaent, a more liberal policy in 
regard to cuts, and the establishment of a student committee to co- 
operate with the president for the improvement of the chapel situa- 
tion were the three outstanding suggestions approved by the group 
of students who discussed chapel with President Gray last Monday 
evening. .  , .       , , 
Randolph Weatherhee '32, president of the senior class, proposed 
the change in number of cuts; Lucile Jack, president of Student 
Government sponsored the new seating arrangement in behalf of 
that body; and President Gray suggested the student committee, 
at the same time heartily endorsing the other two recommendations. 
Chapel   KcaiTiuipcd 
Maine College 
Sports Writers 
Form Association 
Belleau,   Sports   Editor 
Of Student, Chosen 
President 
his 
Dr. Helsley Gives 
Talk in Chapel 
At he suggestion of the Mates 
Student, college sports writers in 
Maine met at the De-Witt Hotel 
Friday evening to organize a new 
association to be known as the Maine 
College Snorts Wrltena Association. 
Vtoi •••ni Hell.-an. Mates ':'.:'.. was 
I president of the new organi- 
zation. 
R presentattives from Bates. Bow- 
doin. and Maine were present at the 
meeting Friday. Colby will also 
have members in the new associa- 
tion,   bit:   the   Waterville college   was 
u.naible    to be      presented    at    the 
Dg  til   the  DeWitt. 
Al Buck Speaks 
Al Buck, .-'ports editor of the 
Portland Evening News and presi- 
dent   of   the   Maine  Sports     Writers 
Qnpol/e   of   Relations   Oi   Association, .-poke    to    the college 
OptJdKfe ivcM»wuuo journalists. In an  informal talk, he 
The play is  being 
ETE snsr^^us 3 u*** s assure* '"•
and 
Springfield are all about as good.      the cast.of S**™*™ »■ 
Jordan    of    Boston   ^5* <**• **** ^^y ^ vilee,   U 
another star iperformsr. who is U*eiy        • „.   .    Holbrook.  '34 
■'This field day will mark the 
third oonsecutive. year that such an 
event has been held at Bates.  If the 
for 'Maine Saturdav, can do. is 1:58 
2-5. Cuneo of Holy Cross. Daley of 
Boston College and Noyes of New 
Hampshire are in the money in the 
S80. though Noyes may not even 
enter,  concentrating  on  the  Mile. 
previous standard is upheld, the 
occasion promises to be one of great 
worth and  interest. 
Clapperton Makes Final 
Appearance on Saturday 
The last Student Chapel Assembly 
of the year will be held Saturday. 
Gil Clappeilon. "the Old Maestro", 
will .make his last appearance here 
as an undergraduate music director, 
and will sever his connections with 
music here that have continued 
since he was a high school student 
at Jordan  High. 
The Men anil Worn a'e Clee Chilis 
and   the   Little  Symphony   will   also 
take part  
WOMAN'S POLITICS CIA'B 
The Woman's Politics Club sent 
.Mildred Mover. Virginia Lewis, Flo- 
rence Ogden. and Norma Hinds with 
Prof Hovey to an International 
Relationship Meeting at Colby Col- 
lege Tuesday evening. May 10, Dr. 
Wilson of Harvard College spoke, in 
the Colby Chapel on "Disarmament 
and  Peace Conferences". 
War and Pacifism 
Dr Charles Helsley, pastor of the 
Auburn High street Congregational 
Church, always a speaker popular 
with Bates audiences, gave the In- 
teresting and thought provoking 
Chapel  address   this   morning. 
lie said in substance: "One of the 
cardinal principles of a Congrega- 
tioi.al Church is and always has 
li sen that of independency. Recent 
action of the State Congregational 
and Christian Conference of Main ! 
regarding war and the rights of 
conscientious objectors  in  the  time 
Of   war   was   a   consistent   expression 
ot"  the   historical     attitude    of  the 
i  (lurch. 
"In substance the action of the 
Conference took the position that 
the whole of a person's highest 
loyalties are not necessarily found 
within the boundaries of national- 
ism and that, when the loyalty of 
individuals to guard what they be- 
lieve to be eternally right conflicts 
with the war program of the nation. 
the   rights   of   individuals   should   l>9 
respected,   it  denies the desirability 
or the Americanism of a loyalty 
based upon Oeeatur's "My country, 
right or wrong". It affirms rather 
the doctrine of "My country right 
or wrong, if right to be kept right. 
If wrong to be set right" as a basic 
principle of patriotism for a free- 
lom loving people." 
]gBBaaawuBonnrxiBBoex»BeweB(i 
il- u.-.si d sports writing as an occu- 
pation and told some of his ex- 
;.,•:■;   n   •     BS a sports writer. He then 
answered questions and .made sug- 
ge Lions as to the formation of the 
Maine College Sports Writers Asso- 
ciation. 
It   was   decided   to   have   each   of 
the four colleges  represented in the 
iation by three member. 
Writers will be allowed to belong to 
the organization after their term of 
office  Is  Bompli !    I 
Arrange Meetings 
Tile   college sports      writers      will 
meet at least once a year at the 
time of the annual state track and 
field meet. The purpose of the asso- 
ciation is to aid In fostering good 
will among the four colleges, and to 
help the writers co-operate in getting 
news stories. 
Bowdoin was represented at the 
meeting by Carl Olisen. sports editor 
of the Bowdoin Orient, and John 
Morris. Maine was represented by 
Robert Berg, sports editor of the 
Maine Campus, and Harry Paul; 
while Bates was represented by- 
Franklin Berkover and Bond Perry 
a s well as Belleau. 
Outing Club Holds 
First Canoe Trip 
Of This Season 
The Outing Club condu,eted the 
first canoe trip of the season last 
Saturday and Sunday when four 
tames with eight men left Frye- 
bnrg for a thirty mi!.- paddle down 
the SaCO River and up Lovewell 
Pond.   The   group   arrived   at   Frye 
burg,    which    is    I •  at   d   within   easy 
vi' w of the White Mountains, at two, 
an 1 .soon were packed into the 
canoes   and      headed   into     a squall 
which  blew  inn the  river.     Leading 
was  Admiral   I'.urali   in   the  flagship, 
Scow, with Charles Paige 'SB as his 
partner. The other canoes were 
manned by Randolph Weatherhee 
"32, Olive Know l. is l3S, Jaimes Bala- 
no '32, Norman (ireig '35. Kdward 
i: '34, and Leno Lenzi '35. 
After piddling about five miles 
down this meandering river. 
party arrived at a dam which re- 
i; lin 1 a portage of about one hun- 
dred yards. This was quickly ac- 
complished and the canoes continued 
iowtt   the     stream      which   niakfs   a 
huge awing through the hills. By 
dusk  ti  good   Bfteen miles hod been 
..!••! and caonp was made on a 
high knoll which overlooked the 
river. Supp '.' was served with chefs 
Burati and DeoatuT presiding: 
following this, beds of pine needles 
were made and some turned in. 
Others wen! paddling up the river.. 
Saturday morning the party broke 
imp and after paddling for six or 
ti       miles      encountered      rapids 
which promised many thrills. The 
Admiral ted with no little success, 
and was soon followed by the re- 
maining Intrepid canoeists. 
Con-inning on downstream, the 
group kept o:i the lookout for a 
tributary l'roni Lovewell Pond in 
Old r that they might leave the Saco 
and paddle up into the lake which is 
only a. short distance from the 
original starting point. A mistake 
was made and the canoeists were 
forced to turn about and paddle 
against the swift current for more 
than a mile. However, when the 
group did come out into the long 
beautiful lake, with Mount Washing- 
ton ami till of its mighty brethren 
piled up In the background to 
furnish a imagnilicoat panorama. 
they were quite satisfied that it was 
very much worth while. After a cool 
dip In the clean waters of the lake. 
dinner was served on the shore un- 
der the pines. Canoes and packs 
were soon secure on the cars and the 
men   were  on  their  way  home. 
Ivy Hop Promises New 
Features This Year 
IIN.XI-  I'.XAMIXATION 
SCHKIH I.I: 
Tuesday.   May  SI, 
A.   M.—Knglish   102 
P.   M.—T.   T.   S.   !>:OI> 
Wednesday, -'""e I, 
A.  M.—M.  W.  F. 7:40 
|\   M,—T-   T-  S.   11:00 
Thursday.  June  2, 
\. M.—M. W. V. 0:00 
I-   M.—M. W. F.  1:00 
lii.lii.v,   •>"'»'   ;l- 
A, ML—T. T. S. 7:40 
p,  M-—M. W. F. 2:30 
Saturday, *■■* •*, 
A. M.—T. T. S.  10:00 
1\   M.—M.   W.  F.   11:00 
Monday.  .Iimo 5, 
A. ML—M.  W. F. 10:00 
T   T. 1:80 
Richard Buker '21 Speaks 
To Student Body Friday 
Richard Baker '21 now a mission- 
ary in Burma, will speak in chatpel 
Friday morning. He a.nd his brother 
Kay. also a mi-sioimry are returning 
for commencement this year tra- 
vailing further than any previous 
graduates. 
Richard was a prominent under- 
g ra ,'t ■•.ate varsity track man, and was 
ted for College Club. After 
graduation he received hie M. D. 
from Harvard in '25. He trained 
with the International Health Board 
of the Rockefeller Institute before 
being sent to Burma by the Ameri- 
can Foreign Mission Society in 19 26. 
| RAMSDELL SC1KXT1FH" TO HAVE 
TEA   PARTY 
waooqpBaogcxmfaBBfacwBoeacxwc 
At the meeting of Ramsdell 
Scientific Club last Thursday, it was 
decided to have a tea party at the 
last meeting which will be the 
Thursday of exam week. Frances 
Rrackett  is  in  charge of  the  affair. 
Novelty is the keynote of the Ivy 
Hop arrangements. It is to be on 
the last day of classes. May 26, 
from 8:30 to 1.00. The decorations 
of green and silver, will bring a 
touch of spring. The hall is to be 
artifically cooled, something which 
is entirely new lo Chase Hall. The 
favor is to remain a secret for the 
present. 
The committee has chosen Lloyd 
Rafnell's Georgians to play. They 
are well liked and are especially- 
known for their novelty numbers. 
They played at the Charity Ball and 
will play at the University of Maine 
Commencement Hop. 
Since in the past there has beer, 
much yate crashing It will he ab- 
solutely necessary for each couple 
to have their programs for there is 
to be an officer from off campus 
who will admit no one unless he has 
his program. This will relieve the 
crowded condition which this has 
occasioned in the past. 
The chaperones are: President 
and Mrs. Clifton D. Gray, Mr. and 
Mrs. Harry Rowe. Mr. and Mrs 
Norman E. Ross. I'rofessor and Mrs. 
George M. Ramsdell, Dean Hazel 
M. Clark .Professor Grosvenor Rob- 
inson. Professor and Mrs. R. R. N. 
Gould, and Mr. and Mrs. P. D. Wil- 
kins. 
The chairman of the committee 
is John Dobravolsky. He is assisted 
by Mary ONeil. Pearl Littlefield, 
Marjorie Goodbout. Donald Stafford. 
Donald  Pita and  Frank Flynn. 
Another noteworthy change. 
which the President announced, is 
the new placement of classes in 
hapel. Next fall the freshmen are 
to sit next to College Street, the 
sophomores are to be placed wheTO 
the freshmen are now, while the 
juniors and seniors will change pla- 
ces. The reason given was that the 
upperclauouien should be allowed to 
sit nearest the campus proper. 
The meeting was called to order 
tin I openei.l by President Gray at 
7:15 in the faculty room of Roger 
Williams Hall. Twenty-one rep- 
r<tentative students selected by the 
Student Council and Student Cov- 
et, m ttt princiipailly from the sopho- 
more and junior classes, were pre- 
sent at the president's invitation 
with the purpose of formulating 
scone ..t. :ru.tive .policy for better- 
ing the chapel situation. In his open- 
ing n marks the President pointed 
out that the problem is a dif.ficU'lt 
one from the fatuity viewpoint as 
well as from the student's. He re- 
mark.'.1 that several constructive 
suggestions had already been ad- 
ran ' I and threw the floor open to 
any who wished to present some 
the.' more. 
Weatherhee was first to speak, 
and after emphasizing Uie fact that 
he is definitely in favor of compul- 
sory chapel, advanced the suggest- 
ion" that the number of chapel cuts 
be raised, perhaps to two a week. 
H? favored the principle of allow- 
ing cuts on a weekly basis so that 
students would ibe unable to use 
them all up at the first of the se- 
mester and run the risk of proba- 
tion later on. His proposition was 
well  received. 
S. Q. Favors Co-ed Seating 
Lucile Ja^k endorsed the princi- 
ple of the new cut policy and then 
advanced a .proposition which the 
Student Government has approved 
namely, that the seating plan should 
be alphabetical, regardless of sex, a 
system which is in use in practically 
all modern colleges. She added that 
■the other might be reversed each 
eenvester, the idea of the whole plan 
being to give everyone an equal op- 
portunity to hear what goes on. 
Asked by President Gray if they 
!e t I Prof. Myhrman Monday morn- 
ing the girls all emphatically shook 
their heads. 
The president then mentioned the 
new arrangement of seating by 
onuses already explained, proposed 
the selection of a committee to work 
with hiwi on the chapel situation, in 
general, and then asked for express- 
ions of opinion on the suggestions 
already advanced. Robert Swett, Stu- 
dent Council president, declared 
himself i.n favor of both Weather- 
bee's and Miss Jack's proposals, aa 
lid James Balano '34. Frank Mur- 
ray '34, and nearly all of the «irls. 
Ths president's own reaction, he 
said, was quite favorable also, al- 
though he. did not feel in any posi- 
tion to commit .himself on exactly 
how  many cuts should  be allowed. 
Arnold Adams, president of the 
junior class, expressed himself as 
doubtful about the advisability of 
seating the women with the men, 
and :hen the suggestion was advan- 
ced that the matter be referred to 
student discussion for several days 
to find what the concensus of opi- 
nion  would  be. 
Bernard Loomer '34 brought up 
the question of the recommendations 
which the Council on Religion has 
made, and the President replied that 
their several suggestions had been 
received and were being considered. 
Compulsory Features 
The general advisability of the 
compulsory feature was the next 
topic brought up. Jere Moynihan '34 
maintained that ft was impossible to 
get anything of real religious value 
from chapel as long as it is compul- 
sory. President Gray replied that he 
quits understood tbe different view- 
points in regard to this phase of the 
problem, but that as far as what 
power lay in his hands there was no 
possibility of doing quite away with 
compulsory chapel, that it is incor- 
porated in the history of the institu- 
tion, and that a student who has 
conscientious scruples against it 
should take this into account before 
coming to Bates. Weatherhee vol- 
unteered the statement that compul- 
sion is only relative and that the se- 
niors with their 2 2 cuts this semes- 
ter don't regard chapel as compul- 
sory at all. 
He continued by taking up the 
question of bow to cope with dis- 
turbances such  as    have arisen   in 
Continued on  Page 3 Column 1 
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rentlv satisfactoiy. The few who have dared to discuss and criticize 
frankly the situation with the proper authorities have been termed 
"poor sports". 
The attitude that "men get all the breaks around here anyAvay, 
BO what's the use" has resulted in the men havinpr an infirmary 
favorably segregated from the rest of the college buildings, and in 
the women having their infirmary on the fourth floor of Rand Hall. 
This infirmarv. in the past, has proven, on many occasions, inadequate 
and inconvenient. Is the practice of allowing sick girls to climb three 
flights of long, narrow, steep stairs, and t^e practice of having them 
come down in a weakened condition, based on intelligent hygienic 
principles? 
Cigarette smoking, although indulged in by some of the women 
at home, and by not a few during their attendance at Bates... re- 
gardless of Article XV as postulated in the past by Student Govern- 
ment... although it is an acceptable habit in other New England 
I colleges, is done in the rooms under the cover of incense or on coun- 
1 try roads. Bates women, as yet. have failed to see the need of 
making trenchant criticisms of this archaic regulation. 
This feeling of apathy on the part of Hares women has been 
evidenced not only by these waitresses, by the present Junior girls 
in passively accepted ill-lighted and poorly ventilated rooms, but 
more especially in regard to the chapel situation. .Some of the 
women's pews are situated in the extreme back part of the chapel, 
but it is stranjre to note that the women, the least able of any to 
hear the ^ mumbled incoherent talks of some of the chapel speakers, 
have not instigated the reform of the chapel services, and have, as 
yet. failed to write a single letter in Open Forum criticizing faror- 
ably or unfavorably this situation. 
.Shall this remark of Dr. Dewey's appearing in a recent article, 
"You can lead them to the University, but you can't make them 
think", be said with justice established to be. commented upon .' Even 
though the rock does require the never-ceasiiifr dripping of water to 
be at all impressed, it is worthwhile to remember that it does have 
its effect. 
Unless Bates women recognize this principle, this disease of 
stagnant complacency with its symptoms of apathy and indifference 
will continue to hold swav. 
M. R. H. 
The Spectator 
Number 2 
Leadership 
As this college year draws to a close, we are led to think of the 
things which we might have said in these columns during the short 
time that we have written, and to a consideration of what we have 
said. Without attempting to defend what has been said, we would 
like to'explain what is behind our thinking on the questions which 
have been taken up. There has been criticism of our editorial atti- 
tude both from students and from faculty members, some of it 
justified, and some of it without basis in fact. It has been our belief 
that frankness in expressing opinions which we know are shared 
by many of the student body serves to develop in the group at Bates 
definite convictions either "pro" or "con" on the questions discussed. 
These columns have not been intended to mirror student opinion, 
but have rather tried to formulate student opinion, which, it seems 
to us, has been in a very nebulous state. In doing this we have often 
disagreed with others who have just as vital and sincere a concern 
about Bates as anyone possibly could have. Many of these people 
would say that we have not "learned to disagree without being 
disagreeable" and this charge may have a lot of truth behind it. 
Nevertheless, we do think that something has been accomplished 
toward stirring certain individuals from their lethargy. 
Is There No Democracy In Education? 
To our minds there is nothing quite so enervating and conducive 
to indifference on the part of students, as the constant demand for 
compromise on issues which seem to be fairly clear cut. Too long 
have students been allowed to sit hack and have their intellectual 
food handed to them on a spoon. That system of education which 
does not stir students to a diseonteift with things as they are is not 
worthy of the name. For this reason we have attempted to bring 
out forcibly, issues which have been hazy in the minds of students. 
In so far as this has created antagonism, we have been unfortunate, 
but whatever action it may lead to is indicative of the fact that it 
has moved some. 
We do not count ourselves among the chronic grumblers who 
are the bane of existence to administrative bodies, but merely think 
that it is best to face certain obvious facts. It is high time to realize 
what our educational system is turning out. In such a time of crisis 
as this, is it not significant that we have no real leadership' Condi- 
tions today are a startling refutation of the claim that the colleges 
are turning out the leaders of the age. At least, it would not seem 
to be true of the last generation. Prof. Brown of Princeton who 
spoke recently in chapel said that in the last fifteen ycar.-s at Prince- 
ton, to his knowledge, there were few if any who might be justified 
to the distinction of being called leaders. There Mere many who 
were popular and many who danced well, but there were none who 
wre prepared to take the responsibility of real leadership. 
The democratic ideal of education seems to have gone awry, and 
has become to a large extent a huge machine which stamps out in- 
dividuals in the same mould. Recently a chapel speaker said, "If I 
mistake not, the purpose of the educational system in this country 
is to develop individuality and personality." Undoubtedly, this is 
the purpose, but we question whether or not it is being realized. 
When students are willing to adopt convictions and to stick by them 
we will begin to realize that ideal. While conformity is not in itself 
harmful, we must remember that the world is still'in process, that 
the stage which we have now attained is not necessarily the final 
word, and that the few, who seem to be out of step with the rest of 
us, may after all be right. 
Something Amiss 
It would seem that Bates women, in general, have been stricken 
with the malignant disease of stagnant complacency. 
Although waiting on table at Rand Hall has* degenerated into 
virtual slavery, so grossly underpaid is it... approximately 24 cents 
per meal for serving 16 people and lugging back-breaking travs of 
heavy dishes in atmosphere of hurry and breathless confusion  
when the Dean of Women, in an endeavor to remedy the situation, 
asked the waitresses for helpful suggestions, she met a "She won't 
get anything out of me", attitude. Perforce, the Dean was obliged 
to abandon her attempt to alleviate this condition. 
The tradition of housing Seniors, some of whom have had 
very poor rooms in their three previous years, on the fourth floor 
of Rand Hall in sunless rooms with jutting out eaves, has met with 
much disfavor. This dissatisfaction has been, so far, confined to talk 
that has ended in no concerted action. The inane reason that. "It's 
nice for all the girls to be together their last year", has been appa- 
(£-": 
Pep\s 
Through 
The key- 
Hole^ 
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Recipe For Sanity 
By HENRY RVTHKRr'ORD ELLIOT 
Are you worsted in a fight ? 
Laugh it,off. 
Are you cheated of your right .' 
Laugh it off. 
Don't make tragedy of trifles, 
Doni't shoot butterflies with rifles 
Laugh it off. 
Does your work get into kinks '.' 
Laugh it off. 
Are you near all sorts of brinks ? 
Laugh it oft*. 
If it's sanity you're after 
There's no recipe like laughter— 
I-augh it off. 
Sweiltering heat  hot hard- 
baked tenniei courts. . . sizzling. . . . 
grinding students. . . wot a life! . . . 
Did you say balmy?. . .or was it ten 
cents?... perhaps you meant fra- 
grant?... Well children, let* stall 
with chapel. . . Have you had your 
honoris   today?....   cum,   civm  now. 
we didn't   mean   it  that  way  
honors and truly.... Saw a crack 
in the Bowdoln Orient.... Sleepy 
chaipel wakes up to listen to 'Prexy 
talk   on   petting...   Not  the chapel. 
p;ii.  jtint  the trtudents    I  think 
that I shall never see a poem as 
lovely as a tree. . . what a campus 
we have! ... Do you inhale!. . . you 
know  we do  have a tradition B;bout 
not  smoking  on  campus    Who 
plays the prelude to the prelude in 
chapel. . . What cur threw that?. . . 
Repeat several times, add slight 
drawl, mix with a good sneer, and 
who have you got... What's this 
about our retiring reticent young 
quarter-back spending ten conse- 
cutive nights on the beach last sum- 
mer. . . . strangle?. . . . rawther. . . . 
Cheney girls have started their after 
supper strolls. . . Now for the com- 
mons. . . we suppose that it is hard 
to .plan . . . but. why have hot cream- 
ed beef... on a day like today... 
and Ihe Phys dept. siill holds Classes 
. . .and a few frigid soul6 plop tennis 
balls on the courts. . . they should 
all lake a course in the appreciation 
of heat. . . only I wonder who could 
teach it. . . . This campus looks like 
ah advertisement for the Dandelion 
Growers Association.... except for 
the few violets. . . . and pansies. . . 
this is a great pansy country.... 
Ju>st a bunch of the boys went to the 
Auburn to see St. Pierre this week 
... He trips the light fantastic with 
oh,  such   naiad   airs...   and   here's 
another choice  bit    I  wasn't 
ea.vesdropiping,   honestly    but 
"Boo" to "Buttercup".... "You've 
kiissed me twice tonite. Buttercup. 
Now y-ou must go home". Imagine 
my embarrassement. ... a hectic 
Outing Club meeting the other night 
. . . Emperor Burati holds sway once 
more. .;» this weekend was event- 
ful. . . several foolish swains went 
home and left their wiser halves to 
wield their winning wiles o'er other 
yokels.... "Jeem" Balano tried to 
be a "swinger of birches" on the 
canoe trip. . . he 6wung her all right 
. . .into the river. . . Dayt and >Frank 
cooperate splendidly by checking up 
on each other. . . . the tennis team 
was successful in everything but 
tennis.... Mashe's blind date was 
a pip. . . Bat* is doing her best to 
help the situation out by turning out 
its full quota of jobless this June. . . 
full and overflowing. . . speaking of 
overflowing. . . . Normie Gregg and 
Balano did a beautiful "-descent into 
the 'maelstrom". . . . Normie croon- 
ed to the mosquitoes with telling 
effect. . . on his pale. . . and then he 
swore off canoe trips and  the 
Admirart made a mistake. . . sunk 
the whole crew. . who nearly forced 
him to walk the plank. ..get this.. . 
Look for things to admire rather 
than things to criticise. . said by one 
who did not. . . and now. . . columns 
like this are made by fools. . . like 
me.   .   but it takes ye editor to put 
the skids under it If old Sam 
Pepys could see this. . . . he'd turn 
over... in hie gTave. . . and so to 
bed. 
SAM PEPYS, JR. 
-:o:- 
"It is becoming imore and more 
plain that in the vast majority of 
owes, the protection of society ulti- 
mately depends upon success in the 
reformation of the criminal." —Chief 
Justice Charles Evans Hughes 
"IT -^— ^**   J BB»i-«*» 
Bv  MIMHtKI)  HOLLYWOOD 
Here's the newest wrinkle in the 
insurance racket. Students at St. 
Thomas College. St. Paul, Minn. 
may take out insurance policies 
against being called on in class. Five 
dollars in theirs if the prof, calls on 
i them. 
With the issuance of new catalogs 
very,   very  ' different     courses     are 
cropping     out.     At     Middlebury     a 
course   in   love-making   is   being   in- 
stituted   with  seniors  as demonstra- 
tors.   Faculty   members   as   well   as 
students are rushing to sign  up  for 
the course. "Nut Culture" is a course 
I offered  at  Oklahoma  A.  and  M.  To 
1 avoid  any  wise-alecking  the catalog 
I adds     "study     of  pecans,  etc.     not 
| maniacs."   Columbia   V'niv.'s catalog 
a dils    to     these     a     "Baseball     for 
Women" course that counts towards 
an  A.   B.  Degree. 
Go  ahead and  explain  this  freak. 
A  cat  was  brought  into  the zoology 
department   at   Chattanooga.   It   hail 
| two   bodies,  eight  legs,  two  mouths 
i with hair growing on the inside, two 
I tongues, and one palate. 
A valuable suggestion comes to 
the Chemistry Department from the 
A. and M. College at Monticello, 
Ark. Free movie tickets are given 
by the Chemistry profs, to inspire 
the students to higher efforts. 
Suppose efforts reach the maximum 
when   La  Garbo comes  to  town. 
How would you like to join a 
goldfish club? "AH" you have to do 
is to swallow one live goldfish and 
yon become a .member. At iRoanoke 
College such a club has been started 
and there is- already a waiting list 
because of the acute shortage of the 
aureate  finny  folk. 
Prof. Perrin's—Boston Univ.— 
definition of a classroom as "a res- 
taurant where brain food is served" 
is certainly an apt one. for it <may ex- 
plain a feeling of satiety, of weari- 
ness,  of relaxation,  and  indigestion. 
There are ways and some more 
ways of getting cute. Here's a new 
one: A Prof at Minn, who always 
locks his door immediately after the 
ringing of the bell went to class two 
minutes late to find the door locked 
from the inside. Jnside, the students 
stayed the required ten (minutes, and 
then left  by the back entrance. 
Wonder how enibarassing this 
test, that an Armour Tech junior 
gave to faculty memners, would be 
to certain Bates profs. The quiz was 
on the following ten words: batta- 
lion, rarefly. supersede, kimono, 
naptha,   paraffin,   tranquillity,   pick- 
I nicking, sacrilegious, and liquor. At 
Armour Tech,    six  was the greatest 
I number of words correctly spelled. 
Strike up the band, for the mille- 
; nium has at .last been Teached  
: at Pennsylvania. All final exams have 
l been   abolished  there,  and   the   last 
two weeks are to be used for lectures 
and recesses. 
Hal Plotkin. of the Univ. of Maine 
•Jays that. "If every boy in the U. S. 
could read every girl's mind, the 
gasoline consumption would drop 
50%." He should know. 
The Lafayette    College says    that 
the college distress signal is $  0 $ 
Are you telling me? 
Go West, young man, and vote 
At the Univ. of Chicago, votes for 
the elections are being solicited at 
the rat© of a keg of beer for every 
twenty votes. 
Since eight o'clock classes have 
been abolished because students 
uleep. and because students sleep in 
all classes, therefore all classes 
6hould be abolished. Logical, isn't 
it? 
Twenty-five dollars was the prize 
offered by the senior class of Notre 
Dame to find the ugliest man on the 
campus. 
By ABBOTT SMITH 
Captain   Sentry's   finely-appointed 
rooms were the scene of our gather- 
ing  together  on  Tuesday  last.      v\ e 
found   before     08 a  meal     of  great 
simplicity,   of  greater   quantity,  and 
;yet     greater     perfection.        Having 
I 'lingered  longer than usual at table, 
the   subsequent     conversation     con- 
i tinned until nearly dawn of \\ ednes- 
: .lav.  The  Squire was  in  one of  his 
1 meat  unhappy moods,  the only out- 
ward evidence  of which  is a  certain 
!.-,quaciousnEi:i3.   in   .which   all   of   us 
delight, and from  which some bene- 
fit is always to be gained. 
From comments on the quality 
of the repast of which we had par- 
laken. our talk drifted, with some 
little manipulation on my part, to 
the subject of social gatherings, the 
which I had promised  to engender.^ 
"It has been my observation." 
said the Inner Templar, whose con- 
( ning interest in the drama en- 
gages more of his time than his 
law, "that the people who should 'be 
most interested give little support to 
the dramatic productions in which 
members of their own society play 
the parts. Fortunate it is that there 
'■5 a sufficient number of visitors 
to .London to support these ambi- 
tious endeavors. But this does not 
pardon the disinterest of those 
others; and it is not untrue that by 
them much of value is to be learned 
from  drama." 
"Indeed, my dear young fellow." 
broke in Sir Roger, "drama is not 
the only field of endeavor which so 
suffers at Che 'hands of those who 
mould be its sponsors. Have you 
never heard it said that "a prophet 
I; without honor in his own home?" 
And 'prophet' need not be limited 
to white-robed Hebrew evangelists. 
Such lack of interest is indeed most 
regrettable, and even, indeed, when 
all the world bows down to the 
'prophet', his own home will be the 
last to admit his greatness—in part 
because of jealousy, and partly be- 
cause of blindness to the possibility 
of virtue in any of their own 
number." 
After this comment by Sir Roger. 
ihe Templar'? sincere grieving seem- 
ed doomed to continuance. Settled 
confortably in one of the Captain's 
in -t inviting chairs, the Squire con- 
tinued an a slightly different sub- 
ject, for which I had been maneuver- 
ing all  evening. 
"Whatsoever a man does, he is 
sine to be censured. Such is the 
case with an organization or institu- 
tion or society. It is a stmple matter 
for the men at the head of any body 
to say that all censure is the un- 
founded babbling of a few dis- 
contented radicals. who, truly 
enough, would often be ready ob- 
jectors to anything. But the gentle- 
men are in great wrong if they do 
not a little heed these objectors, 
for. in spile of apparent radicalism. 
Clothed in their blatant verbosity Is 
certainly much food for thought. 
Why. I heard of late of one young 
fellow of good bearing, who was 
rejected as a committeeman on a 
certain situation by the head of an 
organization because that gentleman 
dare not. face the truths with which 
he. the young and so-called 'radical' 
youth, would, in most convincing 
language, confront the committee. 
I am therefore not quick to (bring 
censure upon any body without 
first making clear my incompetency 
in judging, and my failure to be able 
to appreciate all sides of a matter." 
Such modesty is not uncmomon 
in Sir Roger, and is most sincere. 
The reader will appreciate, how- 
evpr. that the remarkable gentleman 
is hardly fair with himself—so great 
is his knowledge and experience. 
He continued: 
"Nevertheless. I wilil venture a 
commentary upon the dance, as it 
is conducted in my shire. The young 
of the parish flock to it on Saturday- 
evening, and there disport them- 
selves mildly. .Maidens are scruti- 
nized by youths, who, having stared 
directly at a lass for some time, and 
having thereby attracted her eye 
turn to their fellows and comment 
upon the physical appeal or lack 
thereof of the subject under scruti- 
ny. The music having begun, a grand 
melee ensues, in which the young 
women of the parish suffer most. A 
youth, having made successful ap- 
proaches, struggles through the 
crowd to the dance (floor, drawing 
after him the somewhat disheveled 
young lady, who is then led through 
a series of wild careenings. This 
procedure is repeated throughout 
the evening—under the close surveil- 
lance of older people, who to 
protect the fair name of the shire 
stare ruthlessly at each couple to 
note any moral discrepancies Once 
during the party an intermission oc- 
curs during which everyone rushes 
to the cellar for refreshment At 
eleven. a most proprietous hour 
agreed upon by the women of the 
parish and by the loving parish 
priest, the children return to their 
,hemHSim
and- ?ftfp lenKthy adieus n 
couche?"POrCh  ll8ht'  retire t0  Si*' 
thoroughly  enjoyed  the evening. 
NEW OUTIXGjCLLB OFFICERS 
of Sto^SSRJI ,tlected Chairman 
1\ a      5   } b by the new'y appoint- 
fng la^t M0on?ireC,t0ra- at ^eir^eet- mg last Monday. Installation of new 
members also took place 
asTfoflo~!Wly Si60"*1 dtaectors are 
Men ntt ~ 
Direct°r of Hikes for 
"wln'tf Pa,°r; SeCT«»T. Leo Barry; 
Winter Carnival  Men.  Fred Donald 
nent«- P"'""- f°r Men- Pa"l Car- 
Fr^nJ,' Ca0t? and Trai,s Men- B. 
w™"k Dlre*tor of Hikes for 
tor wLDaBDLar Augustlnius: Direc- 
tor Winter Carnival. Women. R 
-Melcher:   Winter Cabins Toby Zanin 
OuT^tr, / eleCted mwnl*»-S of the Outing Club are as follows: M. Mel- 
Uken, C.  Pa ge.  B.  Hill. S. Fuller, 
„-r
K™"' J. Dority. R- Lamb. Ha- 
Bar. Q. Gearing, R. Gallinori, B 
'Lincoln, F. Hayden, R. Frve. 
5 
Bv M.  HOWKLL  LEWIS 
I'MchoIogy Department 
V small fraction of what   s there. 
A sman i individual.  It 
the same environment, w til Menu 
cal retinal images, one will see n.ere 
things and matter, the other a 
rlchSand meaningful situation. One 
man is simply exposed to tne 
world. The other participates in .t 
—he creates it. he organizes it. It a 
college education doesn't equip a 
man with a set of experiences that 
stuff each new situation full of sig- 
nificance, it has failed m'8^01*: 
Whether or not you are to go 
through life looking at it throug.i 
a knothole depends not so much on 
the confining circumstances or 
business and professional life, but 
on whether you have the interests 
nnd background which makes each 
iew situation something more than 
x repetition of old ones. There is 
•lothine particularly criminal in tak- 
ing a worm's eye view of the world, 
but one just doesn't expect this from 
a man who has had a college chance 
to fling open the doors of his soul. 
Slovenly observation accounts for a 
large part of conscious inefficiency. 
What do YOU see ? "  
College  Life 
In Retrospect 
w      , en    s 
o     f S^     9 
M    m K            1 
«      V \V         * 
•t    \ \       T s^ % 
By  DOROTHY E. O'HARA 
W.  A.  A. Notes 
Play Day activities are to take place 
Wednesday. May 25, on Rand Hall 
field. All girls are to combine, play- 
ing from 2:30 to 4:30. There are 
about 200 girls taking part in the 
program. 
For the first hour, there will be 
games with the girls divided into 7 
groups, playing different games. At 
the end of every 10 minutes, the 
groups  will  rotate. 
Following the games, there will 
be a 20 minute rest period, during 
which refreshments will be served. 
Then, awards for the spring season 
will  be given by Fran  Brackett. 
The finals of the tennis tournament 
will be played off. In the singles 
"Deb" Thompson will play Ronny 
Melcher. and Rosy Lambertison will 
face  Toby  Zahn. 
Ruth Bowman and Verna Brackett 
have charge of Play Day, with these 
committees under them:— Games, 
Pat Abbott: Jlefreshments. Eileen 
Soper; General Announcer, Mina 
Cntrhell, 
The captains for the games are 
Barbara Lincoln, Charlotte Longley, 
Gertrude Diggery, Becky Cousins, 
Marjorie  Boot'hby,  Mary Hoag. 
Questionnaires about W. A. A. 
are to be sent to every girl before 
the close of school. The questions 
are to be very definite and must be 
an-wered likewise. They will be in 
the nature of whether or not the 
girls approve of the persent system, 
if there are criticisms of it. or any 
improvements to be suggested. Nor- 
ma Hinds '33 is in charge of this 
questionnaire. 
By  VALERY BURATI 
I feel'the disturbing and nw 
dious feeling sometimes that ,),"„ 
wave of Oxford Movement evangel- 
ism did not pass in storm thr 
here without leaving its Impression 
upon me. For in this column w.We 
has been, without equivocation. atl 
Augustinian list of se.lf-conf.- 
And yet, even in the danger 0f 
disillusioning imy friends, you ksiow 
I cannot refrain from baring nij: 
heart on the matter .of warnings-. 
as I have observed them from p<.;. 
,sonal  experience   with   them. 
In my reading I always enjoy thc 
type     of  short     story  that    swing, 
around   an  arc  and   finally   returns 
to  the  place  from  which   it  started. 
It show.s a consistency, I think, and 
w^e have always  been enjoined. ..,. 
C©pt   by  Emerson,  to  be consist : • 
The  lesson  .must   have sunk    i 
into my mind, for I started my col- 
'.ege career    with    a warning, 
merely   for   the  sake  of   beinc,   co* 
• istent. I rou-nded my college 
with another one. 
Of course, to some of us, the 
present system of academic g 
positive and negative, with all their 
attributes—their demands for con- 
formity: their stifling of the mind's 
free play, of creation, of inde- 
pendeince, of "spiritual" and 
gious growth—are cultural lags; are 
Gilbert and Sullivan's Pooh-Bah 
with false and hollow dignity. Some 
day we shall become wiser, in rhe 
way that the University of Chicago 
has become wise. 
But under such a system of acade- 
mic ranking and classification .; 
students by their ability to memorize 
and to swallow the cud that has been 
chewed so many times. WttrnrngB 
do have t'heir place and their value. 
To qualify this statement, though, 
it is not so much the warnings that 
have their place and value, as the 
manner and! temper of heart in 
whicli   the warnings are given. 
Ah, memories of defeat, humilia- 
tion, freshman hopelessness and 
tragedy; resolutions of Titanic 
energy; and final vindication! With 
what forlorn hope—humorous now 
—-I adjusted myself in the end to 
accept that D-warning in GTeek when 
the first warnings came out that 
fall! 
Combined   House   Party 
W. A. A. and Student Government 
are to combine in a house party 
this week end of May 21. It is to 
be held at a hotel by Lake Miran- 
nacook. Winthrop. Dean Hazel Clark 
nn.l Profeasor Lena Walmesley will 
chaperone the 35 or 40 girls who 
are  planning  to attend. 
There are many facilities for a 
good time open to the girls, includ- 
ing tennis courts, bowling alleys, 
boats,   swimming. 
The following girls have charge 
of the arrangements:— Deb Thomp- 
son and Grace Gearing, transpor- 
tation; Mary Gardiner and "Diggs" 
Augustinus,  food. 
Soccer 
The soccer contest is to be played 
off during the class games this week 
A.'161™ '* clas* ■competition between 
the   Blacks   and   Garnets. 
Then, the final Black and Garnet 
game will be played the following 
week The players on Uiese team! 
will be selected from all  the classes. 
The nominations for the captains 
of the teams arc: 
Freshmen 
Garnet 
E.  Rich 
M. Curtis 
,.       ■ Sophomores 
M.  Wheeler 
And yet, that D-warning in Greek 
was given with all the deep felt 
sympathy of a kind heart; with the 
assurance from an inspiring temper- 
ament who told 'me I could do the 
work; that my hesitancy at Greek 
paradigms and declensions was mo- 
mentary, that I could do the work 
after I became oriented. I have the 
satisfaction to believe that I did: 
and if I somewhat succeeded, it was 
becaus? of the kindly encourageni' r 
given me by my professor; bet 
of the 'recognition he gave m; 
efforts, and his willingness to i! .-- 
count somewhat my lack technical 
knowledge for those efforts I imade 
to be true to the faith he 'placed in 
me. And thus was opened to ime at 
least one bejewelled door of the 
many-portalled .mansion that i< 
Greek   Literature. 
Black 
E.  Oliver 
B. Lincoln 
R. Bowman 
P.  Freu 
R-  Benham 
Juniors 
M. Reid 
M. Chick 
D. Thompson 
A. Purlnton 
Track 
Instead of class Black and Garnet 
E£L mee!" there **" be a school i witn an classes competing as Blacks 
and Garnets at the same time. This 
will   take     place  next   week   during' 
class periods. UBi 
Strangely, from then on until my 
-senior year I escaped, the stigma of 
warnings. However in my fir;t 
semester of that year, in my major 
subject, in which I started as a hope- 
ful honors student, I outdid myself 
valiantly. It came again; not a D- 
warning. to be sure—it was an E- 
warning; not only an B-warning; 
but an   E-Incomplete warning! 
I have no doubt ihut that it «;IH 
deserved; it was. That is not the 
point; the point ia that it came to 
me as a rebuff, a rebuke, nol 
challenge, and although it released 
a spurt of energy that college enmH 
had made me believe was not there, 
I thereafter went about :my stu 
without any desire to vindicate niv- 
Relf. I worked (listlessly with r.o 
thirst for knowledge, and without 
happiness. 
A warning that kills the spirit is 
the most pernicious weapon a pro- 
fessor can wield; he can use it for 
evil or for good. It cannot be nssd 
of itself alone; the teroperamen' - 
nervous, abnormal, viciouB, sensitive 
or whatever it is—of the stud.-n; 
should be of paramount considera- 
tion, no matter how much the ward- 
ing, judged by present acadenii 
values, us deserved. If a student i- 
failing, there is some basic reason 
for his failure, and it must b- 
rathomed, in the student himsolf. in 
the professor, or in the relations 
that exist between the two. 
The pulpit is not the onlv place, 
where human understanding' is in- 
dispensable. 
 aU      - 
t«'^,n.e7««t ie beinK made at Rutgers 
io get 100 students not taking Ps>- 
chology courses to stare at ink spots 
ror 4 5 minutes and then record their 
mpressions. The material gather! 
m to be used by a student in his the- 
sis. Hope the (records of these impres- 
sions are censored! 
ROAK'S 
CORSAGES 
FOR 
IVY  HOP 
THEY ABB MADE TO HARMONIZE WITH 
HER COSTUME 
Phone 980 
AUBURN THEATRE BUILDING 
23 
College Club—Qroup of Men     j 
UnitedJforJBates' Progress 
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PACE   TiTRFT1 
By HABB* «. ROWE   12 
Alumni  Secretary 
»,tide Prepared For The May 
|A h''.e Of The Alumnus) 
be   said   for whatever    may   u    ia  i      or 
i,"I.' coeducation, and admittedly, 
•^    are S°"»  arguments  on  both 
!!'"   t|,ere is  >'° 
one wn0    would 
desirability   of   both   men 
l'  i'1 Women   In  a  coeducational  col- 
looked  about    .them,  they    saw    J 
ina,mPUS,"ot of Hs Present well-kept 
'"w»s. beautiful trees, convenient 
i wal*s and other modern accesso- 
I nes of the landscapes art, but 
tney beheld a comparatively new 
and  always  needy  college.  Athletics 
foster  college   spirit,     loyalty     and   sises the fraternal character of the 
tradition?   Wouldn't     it   keep     the' organization. 
alumni  in   touch   with     the  student ;      The Club  was  not  intended  to be 
body ar.d the students in touch with, a  "mutual  admiration society".     To 
the  old  grads?  Couldn't  the  alumni; be sure it was to provide a form  of 
by  thus  keeping  in  touch,  help  the   fellowship   in  a  group     of  the  men 
students   to   be  moderate     and   fair   graduates,  but     it  was  also     to  do 
and sportsmanlike, and couldn't  the   something  concrete  and  definite  for 
students   help   those   who   had   gone   the College.  The  lirst  members  vot- 
not to be forgotten, and not to out-  ed   to   contribute   an   amount   each 
: grow the enthusiasm and youth of  year to a   common   treasury.     This 
1 days on the campus?  And  above all   custom  has  been   continued  so  that 
| couldn't     the     Club  by     doing     all   now 
these things keep the interest of  its 
Compete For Honors Women to Compete »**£•* 
In Telegraphic 
Archery Contest 
The   3rd   annual  contest     of   the 
Chapel 
The following stud en to have been 
elected by the committee in charge 
to conduct Honor study during the 
vear 193 2-33: 
Mftfe   Charlotte   Cutts.      "English: 
Miss Ruth T. Benham. English; -Mi- 
Women's     Inter-Collegiate    Telegra-| Constance R. Conant. German:  Kum- 
Mtoe Bda S. practically all the members pay Archery  Tournament  is  taking  nel Scolnik, Economic-: 
nnual  dues  of  $3.00.     Out  of  this; ^ Allr{nsr thj> wee,k of Mav 15 to!os:ino.   Sociology:      Miss  Lucile 
having   their   separate   organi- 
''"'' , ' While many of the campus 
»Ses  can  be   carried 
£«! auspices,    there    arc 
fill services to be rend 
sP   L.-t  lit- done by the men 
can ■ 
irg 
ItKiM 
own *ay. 
Alumni  groups 
Secretary air a rather stron* 
his   that   Bates     has 
themselves or by  the women 
•'   thc  responsibility     in   their 
have     heard     the 
story 
ratory, 
debating  prize,   athletic 
prize    boons—   team  conelstinK     ot     Al     Chandler. 
h,1?f;l Beatrice Dumais. Connie Conant. M. 
Maxine  Hopkinson,  Francos 
Alumni 
"mha'lilv K<»ie  too  far  in  the  direc- 
••' general   activities   and   has 
done enough in the developement 
itic  undertakings  by  and  tor 
themselves.  In  this  respect 
provide one    of 
not 
top men 
rtdal fraternities 
,,,(,. teg, features. their 
Chib Founded in  18!»1 
attention is now given to one of 
the    oldest   ar.d     best     established 
men's activities    for men—the Co'.- 
.!).  When  its founders,   gra- 
only maintain something of the con- 
tacts which so recently were ours 
and at the same time do something 
for the College, it would be a worth- 
while thing." Out of this considera- 
tion grew the College Club—"A 
Service Group of Bates Men". 
The objects of the Club as set 
down by its founders are: "To taka 
an active interest in current affairs 
at Bates College; to encourage and 
to stimulate work in literary and 
athletic lines: and to promote in 
any way that may seem desirable 
the general welfare of the institu- 
tion." 
encement games, ahimni! Swasey,^ 
many   banquet,  hurdles,  talks  to  student- 
student-Alumni  Relationship 
Richard  B.   Stanley.     '97,  in     his 
. of the previous  year,  met  on    brief write-up of the Club published 
.he terrace in front of Hathorn Hall    in  1915 said:   "And then once again 
the 1S91     Commencement     and   couldn't    a  Club  do something    to 
+*+ HI rm t+» «Ha^«*M»0%rfNW»MHpi 
THE GREEKS 
Had a Word For Them ! 
XZESPIO   (born with wings) 
EXHIBIT A.   MERCURY     —     EXHIBIT  B.   PEGASUS 
In the i" M femilios  (or any others for the natter)  Ui;»t  doesn't  happen nowadays. 
...   United   States   Air   Corps   offers   sonMf sttraMive   Inducements   to   you 
■ idents   for   whom   it   lias   liuilt   a   $10,000,000   institution   at   San   Antonio, 
where they teach you to fly and while yon are learning : 
P»j   yon   :i   salary   of $75.00 *|>er   month.     Pay     your  living  expenses. 
Supply you   (free, of course)   with snappy,  tailor-made,  skj  bine uniform-. 
Grant you the social and military privileges of potential officers. 
Paj   your traveling expenses  from   your home  to  the   new field   at   San   Antonio. 
TOO Hen are  taken   in   each  year.    The  cou,rse  requires  a   year  to complete and 
r -J00 hours of solo, flying1, those  who stay  the full year are conmii-- 
Ueutenanta in thc Air Corps Reserve. 
II you don't like the training you may resign at any time.     For Example : 
Should you   stay  three  months  and  then   resign   you   will   receive   (225.00   cash. 
1   trip  expenses  from  your home  to  San   Antonio,  and  about   50   hour-   ot 
solo flying. 
' 
The service and associations of the Air Corps gives  its niciuhe 
It   and  a   very   noticeable   breadth and   poise. 
very  real 
If ton   have   applied   and   are  ready   to  go.   we  have   compiled   information   and   tips 
you inside angles and dope that  will bo invaluable when yon arrive at  the 
If you haven't applied yet then by all means get our information.     We tell 
trance  procedure and certain twists that make  your getting  in  easier 
ssd   .no. k-r.        The   information,   written   by   men   who   have   been   thru   the   BCjjOOl 
rovers all points from beginning W end that you are interested in knowing.     Tins 
lion  cannot   be obtained elsewhere ;   it   is complete.     Nothing else  to   buy. 
The price is $1.00  or sent  C. O.   1>..  if you  desire. 
National Aviation Service 
742 S.  HILL ST..  LOS  ANGELES.  CALIF. 
board, 
ton  bird 
Bursar's 
done  by   united   action   on   the   part 
of a group with a common purpose. 
Work of Club in Kecent Years 
In      recent      years        outstanding 
among     the  gifts     have     been     the 
1: finishing     and   furnishing     of     the 
the   Alumni   Gym- 
assisted   him   and     later   for 
years carried the full  burden  of the   Stanton   portrait, 
secretaryship.     The  presidency     has   Carnegie     Fund, 
been  filled  by some  of  the  colleges 
strongest     and     most       outstanding 
graduates   who   have   been   glad    to 
help an  activity of so much  merit. 
Members   Carefully   Chosen 
The membership has always been 
a carefully selected one. For a time 
five men were chosen from each suc- 
cessive senior class. This number 
was later increased to seven and 
then to nine, the present quot :. 
In the beginning, groups were also 
picked from the classes already! 
graduated. From time to time the 
membership list lias been revised. 
Dead wood has been cut out and 
the resulting vacancies filled with 
graduates who have demonstrated 
their willingness to work   for their,, „ 
Alma   Mater. ""ophy   Room   n, 
The basis used ill the choice of ■ nas,umj s 
the undergraduates is of interest. 
As conceived by the founders, a 
College Club membe 
a sort of Phi Beta K 
accomplishment. The Club was to 
Include good scholars, outstanding 
athletes, men who were interested 
in music, debating, publications, 
and other activities. For many 
years the seniors were elected in 
open meeting at Commencement. 
More recently they have been chos- 
en by a committee before the end 
of the year and invited as guests to 
the annual meeting. This year the 
process was set forward even earlier 
and the list was announced at 
Honors Day. Of course mistakes 
have been made. No committee of 
selection is infallible. Sometimes the 
election   has   not   "taken"   and   tb 
run well over SI 00" 
to the $1000 contri- 
Million     Dollar-Gym- 
The teams must shoot 3 Columbia 
SEE?   CleTi;  rounds consisting of:   let range.  24 
library     bulletin 50   yards.—2nd   range,    24 Bates  Night,  sweaters    stan-: arro Vards.—3rd   range,    24 
cabinets, adding machine—I *"~™'   -in    yards 
,i0;,|ftS yea°r.  «ie University of Wis- 
•eek'CO™5'"  lla'"  tno  niBh€St score. 'Bates 
'' placed  in  the lowest fourth, but was ford     debating     trip,     film 
I'lay.   The     foregoing     HI     t»M  4tt  oSlaee   above   the   University   of 
means  a  complete  list  of  the  bene-j?.1"   »?. ....      >i    **._ wr-i 
lad ions  of  the  flub.  They  are  but 
typical   of  its  constant   aim   to  give, 
help.      not      necessarily      in      large | 
amounts,  in  key  places  where there ,,7.,i . , .» 
are  current   needs.   In   short,   it   has  Mrs.  Wllkins   Holds   1 arty 
specialized   in  showing  what  can  be 
New Hampshire. However, the Uni- 
versity of Maine placed higher than 
Bates. 
Mrs. Bartlett Entertains 
At July Birthday Party 
very   pleasing      July   Birth.lay 
Continued from Page One 
ohgpel during the pas! year. In his 
personal opinion he Baid, the beha- 
vior of some of the men W8fl ungen- 
ii, nianlv and disgusting. Adams ha- 
g&rded the snggesUoa that m some 
•a - classroom anfcmoBKy was 
cai rii I over into the chair* 
pr. -:.'..-..i replied thai wail i thie « 
; ,ubl   true   H   was  B   poor   excuse 
an 1   a     ova   lly     way   to   take   out 
...    Mine -i i«»  rento* a 
lib     hope  that    seating   the   women 
• ...   the   men     mieht   dtoeourage 
this obleotionabse   practice. 
Mildred   Mover     "■'■'■'>   stressed   the 
■:••■ tori ince   of stusi  nl   I '■'> ''"■ aHon 
in  chapel    ex. r ■■: . ;    and President 
(ii iv  v plied     that   he     had  definite 
in   mind   tor that  very thing. 
Herbert    Berry's   obj:u-tion   to   al- 
lowing ballots to be filled out during 
hapel  was upheld   by  all  present. 
rge   Austin   '33   suggested   call- 
in'-.-   in   local   ministers   O*   different 
For Girls Born In May 
Mrs. Percy D. Wllkins, assisted 
by lim. John S. Chikis, entertained 
at her home on College Street last 
Saturday last Thursday evening, 
those   Bates  girls   fortunate  enough 
COnteal was won by Doris McAllis- 
ter, and a silhouette-making contest 
was won by Elizabeth Durrell. after 
which refiishments were served and 
Mrs. Clifton Daggett Gray and Ma- 
dame Gray -poured. 
Mrs Gray informed the guests that 
President Gray's birthday ies also in 
July -and on the 27th of the month. 
the same date as that of Klizabeth 
Durreli!. The following girls attended 
the party: Bern ice Burnham. Made- 
line     Btumpus.      Margaret   Bumpus, 
appoint 
soon ation, v. plied that I he 
presidents   of   the   Student   Council 
and the Stui.n: Covernment plus 
two or three more from each of the 
classes would make a fairly ropr - 
sentative persormeJ for such a com- 
mittee. 
V HOLDS  ANNUAL  KKTKKAT 
flagpole, i to  have been  born  in the month  of 
9   of   wrh     was   shared \ May.   names  were played in  compel Mina     Critchell,     Fra*^ J^oni". 
.the  Alumni   Fund.   Before,  the  ttttan between  two groups, the odds; Stella•  Clemente.     Gladjs     0ofdard. 
1   ere ti.i  oi   t    ■  (lymnasium  was  he- and the evens. The losing team was   Kl'^beth    Durrell      Sarah    Hugh.,, 
■rshtp  was to  be   I,;"1" e°-ol„,ge   Club,   under     the | required   to put  on  a stunt  for the'Dons McAllister,  Mary Rowe. 
la™J..ll SSTS  direction of Philip R. Webb. '17, its  a.musement of_the others. After the **** »£«£j*»Z S22J 
pictures, and In building cases for 
the collection. There is now in place 
B complete set of pictures of all the 
official football teams, many base- 
ball teams some of which date back 
to 1S77, as well as track, cross 
country, relay, tennis, and hockey 
teams. During the present year the 
pi,•Hires   have   been   reining  and   all 
,.  ",r  carefully   labelled.     The   expense   of student   has  basked   in  the  glorj   ol   t| .     n(-.k   hag    
present .secretary, began to collect' singing of well-known Bates songs, 
pictures and trophies so that when I a ipiece of birthday cake represent- 
the Gymnasium was ready, there ling the date of her birthday, to- 
was at hand a very respectable col-lgether with the other refreshments, 
lection. The Club assisted in finish-1 was enjoyed by each sjueet. 
ing the gallery of the (lymnasium j The. guests were: Julia A. Briggs, 
and   in   framing   and   hanging     the i Dorothy  G.   Fuge.   Margaret  J.   Mc- 
thy  Kimball.  Gertrude Stevens.  Ro- 
samond Shattuck. and Bertha Wells. 
this 
which   added 
bitted   to   the 
nasittm     Fund   in     the     beginning. 
makes  tin  outstanding     contribution 
from a comparatively small group of 
graduates. One very important piece 
of  work  not   listed  in  the  foregoing 
table   was     the   compilation     of   an 
held   on     Commencement: athletic   history,   the   manuscript  of 
in one    of the rooms    m which   is  only   watting    the edltor- 
S*»+»»«l»S«ll»»S»»SW»S»l«»Wl« »»*»»> s^ +*m+,>+m^+**'+m^+**+i>+»i>^. 
hearing his name read among the 
honors at Commencement and then 
has paid no attention to it after. 
Under the present club polity how- 
ever, such inactive material is soon 
eliminated. 
Nature of Annual  Meeting 
For many years the annual  meet- 
ing   was 
SaThorn   BriT" Wltll~*TZM£   ship   of  someo 
changes   in   the     program     and   the i f 
pressure  upon  many most  Interested 
because of  the affairs of  graduation 
morning,  it  was     felt  that  the  time 
had come to give the College Club a 
more   conspiciuous     place     in     the 
thought   of   the   graduates   and   the, 
seniors. A few years ago the annual; 
meeting took the form of a banquet j 
held on  Saturday evening  in  one of Colby 
the  rooms     in  Chase    Hall.     Club 
business   is   transacted,   a   few   talks 
are  given,   and   the   incoming   mem- 
bers  are  presented  to the Club,  the 
Club  is explained to them, and they 
are  formallv^indiicted  into  member-j 
ship.  This  plan  provides  a  dignified i 
and   enjovable  evening,  and  empha-l 
very   fine   picture     ol 
Bates athletics  front  the beginning. 
STATE SERIES 
STANDING 
i l\ hiding   Yesterday^   Game) 
"There Is nothing more aristo- 
cratic than a democrat with an op- 
portunity.''  —Charles  W.   Ferguein. 
with a cl ar knowledge of possi- 
bilities and    he Inspiration of close 
fellowship around the open fire at 
Lake Cochetranvagan lodge, last 
wet k-end. next year's Y. M. C. A. 
Cabinet shaped it.- plans for a dual 
ObsV- purpose: first, to bo of benefit to 
Doro-1 incoming Fro-hmen. and, second, to 
turn the Wednesday night meeting 
in: i some ben t'i: for the College. At 
the camp's big recreation hall cam- 
pus      problems      were      OMsCPtHy   dis- 
. n », I and every effort was made to 
find  their solution. 
W 
« 
I. 
Maine      » 
Bates      - 
Itow.loin        O I 
Games IJISI Week 
9-—ilowiloiiv   5 
11—'Maine  5 
S—Bowdoin   4 
(Yesterday) 
« 
Ave. 
.M.->7 
.500 
.500 
.(MM) 
Colby 
Kate- 
Colby 
Bride. Doris Mooney, Annie V. Proc- 
tor. Frances E. Stevens, and Mil- 
dred E. Vining. of the Senior class; 
Constance R. Conant, Beatrice W. 
N :!;en. and Evelyn Rolfe of the 
Junior class; Dueienne Blanchard. 
Theresa Buck, 'Harriet A. Cook, Mar- 
celeine B. Conley, Virginia Long-j 
fellow. Eileen Soper, and Jeannette| 
Wilson of the Sophomore class; 
Frances A. Eckhardt, Ruth Frye, 
Rests M. Gallinari, Margaret E. Per- 
kins. iRuth E. Pride. Louise A. Wil- 
liams, and Frances E. Ray of the 
Freshman class. Mrs. Clifton D. Gray 
was the guest of honor. 
SENIORS   I 
Only n  few  more  weeks now and I 
your   follogc   life   at   Bates   will   bo: 
over;    but   are   you   going   to   forgot 
all  about your Alma  Hater as soon 
as you  return     to  your     respecttvel 
homos? Next yoar you will find your| 
thoughts  turning toward  liutcs, and 
you   will   often   wonder just  what  is 
happening   there.   What   better  way 
can  you  keep  in  contact  with  your 
college      than   by   reading      its   own 
weekly paper? 
All seniors who would like to 
receive Hie Student for Hie coining 
year should sec the Business Mana- 
ger or should leave their names and 
addresses in the Publishing Office 
as soon as possible. 
ME 
LE 
SSAGE: 
ishiei 
RUTH ETTING 
Distinguished radio and 
musical comedy star. 
Every Wednesday and 
Saturday at 10 p. m. E. D.T. 
BOSWELL SISTERS 
Famous for the rhythm 
and harmony of their vo- 
calizing. Every Monday 
and Thursday evening at 
10:30 E. D.T. 
Job Printers 
Publishers 
^ 
225 LISBON STREET 
DEWITT 
Beauty Shop 
DO-EDS ;— 
Stop in and 
lei  as add that finishing touch 
of beauty.   I'EIIMAXKV,   and 
FINGER WAVES a specialty. 
TELEPHONE   3677 
f ,v-S«r"'f  ■■■::£ gsgj 
SAY     IT    WITH    ICE     CEEAM 
George A. Ross 
ELM STREET 
in, 11 
Frocks for Di (sTII>1 A  N   O  E I N  N E B 
COLLEGIATE   GRIFFON 
Charge  Account Service 
109-111 Lisbon St., 
SNAPPY 
P0RTSWEAR 
CLOTHES   FOR   MEN 
CORTELL'S LcwlstOD,   Maino. 
Compliments of 
FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
Main Street 
LEWISTON 
& SCHOOL   PAPERS YEAR   BOOKS 'X 
X. 
MERRILL & WEBBER CO. 
PRINTERS  -  PAPER  RULERS  -   BOOKBINDERS 
95-99    MAIN    STREET.    AUBURN.    MAINE 
PROGRAMS ANNOUNCEMENTS 
K 
QEO.  V.  TURQEON  &  CO. 
Agents for the beautiful Gruen Watches 
DIAMONDS 
80  LISBON  STREET, 
WATCHES 
LEWISTON    MAINE. 
ALEX GRAY 
One of thc outstanding 
voices in radio. Every 
Tuesday and Friday eve- 
ning at 10:30 E.D.T. 
hesterfield 
They S^uify 
... all you  could  ask for! 
e/k     %^ 
**>. 
H 
rO/., m %/ wfy 
1 19J2. LiGCBTT » Mrm TOBACCO CO. 
GOOGIN 
FUEL   CO. 
COAL, WOOD and COKE 
1801 Phones 1800 
114 Bstes Street 67 Elm Street 
LEWISTON AUBURN 
HOST     COMPLETE     AND     UP-TO-DATE 
Luggtgs Store East of Boston 
Fogg's Leather  Store 
123   MAIN   ST.. LEWISTON,    MAINE. 
Harry L. Plummer 
PORTRAIT—Commercial    and 
Finishing Photography 
New Studio 
At 135 Main St., 
Lewiston,     -     Maine. 
GROrXD FLOOR 
TAXI 
4040 
UNION   SQUARE   TAXI   CO. 
171   MAIN   STREET 
WHEELER 
Clothing Co. 
Cor. MAIN and MIDDLE STS. (■- 
For Oood I'lothes ant 
Furnishings 
Speelsl discount given to Bstes Students 
BILL 
The Barber 
For 
Eds and Co-Eds 
CHAKK   HAUL 
WE   CATER   TO 
BATES  STUDENTS 
COLLEGE ST. SHOE HOSPITAL 
67   COLLEGE   STREET 
l^ 
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5P0RT5 
EQfTCriTS 
By   VIM  IAI    K!;i,l.i;.\| 
SPORTS WRITKRJS 
FORM   ASSOCIATION 
time     in  history, 
■ : .      been done in the «ay 
tnizing   Maine  college  sports 
1:1   an   association.     Ki^lit 
met   ai   the 
De\ I       iy  an I   dn i.i.. i   ;<> 
lea   which  are 
"ul of the 
more,   at   the 
tht ; 11 e   is to ex- 
aecnre 
"   '    ' The 
.   will   |>!lt 
a   plane  a 
pi 'i'1  i ional 
BOWDOIN WINS STATE MEET 
BY BIG MARGIN-BATES THIRD 
McLaughlin, Bowdoin Star Huitfler, Takes Four 
Firsts— Adams Breaks State Record in 440— 
Pole Vault Record Falls 
By VINCENT KKI.I.I:.\i 
NKW   KXOLAM)   IXTERtOLLKGIATK   MKKT   IK>I'E   SHEET 
Here's   the   way   the   Student   Sports   Department   figures   the 
Now Knglands will come out Saturday: 
\\ bitten Takes Two MOe 
Captain   Norm     Whltten     of   the 
Stellar work   by Ray  McLaughlin, nek   team   fulfilled   all   pre- 
ii.irl'y   Stan wood,   and   othi          of dictions    by takin               two    mile 
'[■''-'' ' Jellison wa - rum 
'.'-•  points in the State Track place  ,bu(   was   passed   by  Lavendar 
\" ' '   i:,st  Saturday,  20  i Bowdoin   going Into  the  seventh 
than   the   next   team,   Maine.     Bati     lap    and could     not  make     up the 
did   well    with   30V6,   while    Colby   d •     ng     about   twenty 
nto   tli"     scorinf , | ,;,,. Bowdoin man. 
■ds ahead 
W  Law adar. His tlm<   was 9:55 3-5. 
STATK   MEET   RESl'I/TS 
ARE l'M-:.\si.\<; TO DOPESTERS 
I Its usual shore 
S  which wc see 
.".   in the i ml ury. 
Bo ■• lota  runner i* 
• ■■•   '.       Ii r,     his 
. and  be  bad  not 
tter than   Adams  In 
Tl •■   Bow loii   young 
■ I McLaughlin 
th     Orient 
to i "I told you 
the only ip 
1 Hall   capable ol 
ond  place  in the 
■. There to 
b a i swelling,    l-'lo- 
■■  220   hur lies  was 
the  Maine  deli 
3WA meetii 
with  lu  points. 
Rates Scores Three I Irsta 
Ai'u     Adams State 
record  In   the   1 M), 
mark al   I'i  1-5, v.■■■ 
Hall  came  in   B<        I 
■   with   the   besi   tim 
even  done,  50  3-5. Ad 
pa ih< i  M LaughJ ■   it 
record time. 
Jellisot .   winnl ■ mile     in 
i: i':   2-5,    add< d     : •       points     to 
Bi ■ Id Wl        '    i . 
i wo  mile.  Jellison i 
Pol.- Vault  Record Broke 
Webb  and     Hathaway  of    .Main" 
ed at    tl .  o      a  quickly 
I i     of   pole     raull    ■-. 
topping the bar al   12 fi el  two and 
a halt inches, a  new record. 
m ma i v: 
•0-Yard    Dash     Won 
■ d  .. :     Knox,     Bat 
second;  Floring, Maine, tin d 
10s. 
22 1-Yard     Dash     Won     by     Mc- 
this  event.   Billy   K     s i ghlin,   Bowdoin;    Adams, B 
NEW   ENGLAND  MEET 
IS   \l V!   ON  SCHEDULE 
has  hut     one    fin I   plan s 
amorn      th    in, M    entering 
Engl tnde    al   Provl : 
urn    Vdama    is  given   a 
McCafferty. 
1 gol  over 
win 1 and will work 
If pontl- 
■■   who     Journej   to   tin 
bfa  weekend  aj     likely 
In   i        some go   the   way   of 
peon   thinks   WMtten 
I over Saturday. 
i h       ...   I.   T.   man.   lias done 
'■''■- two   mile,   better   tluni 
lllllll 
the  race, 
bul    DeMoupUed   is   generally  |qon- 
on     past   per- 
! '■■■    t W'htt- 
I lool    I < nougfa at the 
this spring, in the dual 
me a and his college, 
i.  But C      ii Thoxnp- 
two-milm-   i- 
tnditios 
i i that he 
proceed - I 
arne. 
in    a  porn!;,n-    position. 
All h is , mi-" lered     b< tter 
in  track,    all her star 
' '    in which 
iel    r    performers    frotm 
tools, so thai Bal picked 
N iw England 
.      •    Bate 
.   an,I   Maine   about 
1". 
in  tli" century, as   »■ II as third   in 
the   -'-".    Sampson 
,  doing  _■! 
!' ■ •   9    i   inches. 
John  i.ary  was :i in the 
javelin,   bringing   In   a   third   place 
with   bis  throw     ol   ' •      Dill 
i Ii d   with   Ci owi Ii   of   Bowdo 
third   in   i hi    po | :   f( 
ti  inches toi   the ilnt. 
M« baughlin   Stars 
\(>U   is THE TIME 
FOR THE "II"S- TO COME 
i    I might  have turned 
Brat,      Bat. s     .-'•ond. 
! of .Main: .  v ry easily. Knox 
b  behind  McLaughlin 
... Two points were thus 
will in  the   100.  It"  Adams 
had   I. at  lite  Bow,loin  man   in  the 
220. ai I  .!• lllson  bad  brought  In a 
nstsad of  a  third   in 
.     and  if  Sampson   had 
eighth of an Inch 
Ine's margin would 
have been  eliminat 
FOOTBALL TICKETS 
SPORT   DEPRESSION   PRICES 
King has    finally    suc- 
I   to the  trend  of the  times, 
' ow -•',,! ting :i. new s< t of 
prices. Yn>. Harvard, 
in   hav<     taken   the   lead 
ay with five dollar foot- 
le. 1 games. Athletics In general will 
With     the  Detmpsey- 
Ing fighl  this summer due tn 
p,   -|i' :    -   Will  learn 
.   Two   do-Hare,   by   the way. 
: i":   y tor a  state B 
tally   when   the 
average   football   fan   who   isn't   too 
I  in the I tying can 
o the radio and set Harvard- 
day for something 
WO   cent.;   an   hour. 
OBSERVED   IN   PASSING:—Our 
i ol what the State We. I financial 
to look    like:     Pal I 
unpaid admissions: 
■ >-.   We   no; ire,1,   is   very 
I to the nee that was made 
"!   ;:   '«" : lay    Seriously 
-■  though,   the  high   price of 
a   dollar and  a  half was  largely the 
Of     Tom,     Dick,     and   Harry 
■     in     on    somebody   i 
Btub. ...   The   press   box   was 
lows of Ollie's move in 
th '   Bates  band  away  from 
.  before the meet. But when 
'"'  . i      with     them   bearing 
i  was relieved.... 
i; > :ing the State Tennis 
■     favorite,   but  Cliff   Jacobs 
hi  to »:n the singles competition 
...  Bob Lamb's Horse Show at the 
Lewis)...!   Fair   Grounds   is   on   deck 
•ainment  Saturday. 
■ ■ — :o:  
College men belonging to a nation- 
al fraternity who transfer to Univ 
of South California and do not find 
a chapter of their organization at 
•■•■■>■ formed an organi- 
zation calling themselves •'The Stray 
They    would    have   to    call] 
then* The Lost Greeks" here 
■id:   Knox, third.     1 
2 !   4-5s   i equals  record i. 
•I '" 1 ard   Run     Won   by    Adams. 
Bates;   Hall,  Bati       lecond;   Hi< kok, 
doin, i bird. Time,   I n   i :,-  (ne\i 
rd i. 
880-Yard   Run     Won     by    Sli 
Bowdo 
Chrotie,   Colby,   third.   Time    Lm 
■    ' . 
Won   by  J  lllson 
Bowdoin, 
.   third.   Tim  ,    lm   27 
2 -5s. 
Two-Mile   Run—Won   by  Whitt< 
Bati -:    Lavi ml. r,   Mo.', di ond : 
Jelli! .  third. Time,   9m   55 
120-Yard  High   Hurdl. B     Wen   bv 
r od,   Bowdoin;     Allen,     Bow 
Raj   McLaughlin.   : 
round star, who 
land    crown    in   last 
in   the   low   hurdl    . 
daj.   but     .   i 
lurprl -• d   i'..    i nti ring 
the  100 yard dash.  Mai 
in's   participation     in   this 
'v'"      in the dark    until the    last   doin, second; Godda'rd, Maine, third 
minute,  so that   dopesters    had   nol   Time,  i;, :!-.-,s 
10-Yard   Low  Hurdles—Won   by 
',',     ,;' Knox,   McLaughlin,        Bowdoin;        Florin' 
M';1"";;1- a' Mai ad;   Stanwood.   iL, 
In   the   220,     McLaughlin     cam :. Time.  -1   2-5s   (new  record) 
through   a?     i.   leading   Arn   Adams       R   i High     Jumn     Wo 
'"'   ' :!,S    tne |    Bowdoin;     Adam-    Bow- 
record.  II" had a  harder time   ■' ■    binson    I 
ol   it   In   'ins day's   las      rent, 1 
ever, Plorlng Dt MI ,;„ 
Iy   In  the   low     hurdles.     The       Running   Broad   Jump—Won     by 
•.me  ,„  this even,   was  24  2-5, an- Bowdoin;     S; .son, 
d;     Brigg .     Bowdoin! 
third.   Distance,   21ft.   9   7-8in. 
Wilcox 
Wesleyan 
Wilcox 
Wesleyan 
Adams 
Bates 
Jordan 
B.  C. 
Moy Italian 
B.   C. 
Kearns 
M.   I.   T. 
MacDonnell 
H. C. 
McLaughlin 
l'.ou doin 
Wehh 
.Maine 
Stanwood 
Bowdoin 
Pike 
N.   H. 
Galbraith 
Bowdoin 
diiii,. ne 
Brown 
Footrick 
Bp IngfleM 
Couhig 
B.  C 
lOO  Vnr.1 Oasli 
Miller Bell 
Wiiliams M.   I.  T. 
•2M Vai.1 Dash 
McLaughlin .Miller 
Bowdoin Williams 
440 Yard Dash 
McCafferty Holland 
Holy Cross H. C. 
8SO Yard Run 
Italey Cuneo 
B. C. H.   C. 
Mile 
Jellison No yes 
Bates X. H. 
Two Mile 
DeMouiplied Whitton 
-\.   H. Bates 
120 Yard Higli Hurdles 
Sianwood Shaw 
Bowdoin Springfield 
220 Yard Low Hurdles 
MacDonnell Floring 
H. C. Maine 
Pole Vault 
Farmer Hathaway 
Springfield Maine 
High J inn p 
Smith Coon 
Sprnigfield M. I. T. 
Broad Jump 
Fait Odell 
Northeastern Wesleyan 
Hummer 
Perkins Favor 
QoM>y Maine 
Shot   Ihit 
Mil brand I Itymph 
N.   K. N.  E. 
Javelin 
Knowlton Milbrandt 
E. Springfield N 
Discus 
Ambrose Hanlev 
II.  C. \.  ii. 
Knox 
t;.ne- 
Bell 
M. I. T. 
Hanson 
X.  E. 
Shaw 
Maine 
Usher 
Bowdoin 
Ward 
B.   C. 
Whitehouse. 
X.  H. 
Whitehouse 
N. H. 
Mulherin 
B.  C. 
Scott 
N.  E. 
McNally 
H.  C. 
Dryer 
R.   I. 
Couhig 
R. C. 
Stinclifield 
Colby 
Milbrandt 
X.  E 
"We are the world's prize boob M 
a lender/' —Arthur M. Hyde, Se- 
cretary of Agriculture. 
Patronize   our   Advertise* 
Have you thought of making 
DENTISTRY 
YOUR   LIFE  WORK? 
THE Harvard University Dental 
School offers an unsurpassed 
course in this field of health 
service, with emphasis on med- 
ical correlations. A "Class A" 
school.   Write for catalog. 
Lerty M. S. Miner. D.M.D.. M.O.. Oe«n. 
Dept  i: , 188 Lonflwood Ave., Boston. Matt. 
Points:   Bowdoin 22—Boston C. 21—Holy Cross  10^—Springfield   10 
oi hi r 
credit. 
to  McLaughlin's 
W. bb 
tied   for  sei end. 
Pole Vault—Webb and Hathaway. 
both Maine, tied for first: Crowel), 
Bowdoin .and Dill, Bates, tied for 
third. Height, 12ft 2'■'■> in (new 
n cord). 
Shotput—Won by Niblock, Bow- 
doin: Alley. Maine, second; Larson, 
Bowdoin, third. Distance, 45ft 11 
i   -in. 
Discus   Throw—Won     by   Fickett. 
-Maine: Alley. Maine, second: Favor, 
.Maine,   third.   Distance.   130.ft.   5-Sin. 
Hammer Throw Won by Gal- 
braith. Bowdoin; Perkins. Colby. 
second; Gonzales, Maine, third. Dis- 
tance.   1 ii4ft  llin. 
Javelin Throw--Won by Stincli- 
field. Colby; Fickett, Maine, second; 
I.ary. Hates, third. Distance, lS6ft 
l=Siin. 
HALE? 
COLLEGE 
PHARMACY 
Where The Bobcats Meet 
LUNCHEONETTE 
AND 
FOUNTAIN SERVICE 
PBESCRIPTIONa 
COMPOUNDED 
Telephone 3G04 
College and Sabattus Streets 
MARTINEAU'S 
We   Specialize  In  SODA FOUNT AT.. 
LUNCHEONS **" 
IT'S   "THE"  PLACE 
R. E. MARTINEAU CO 
DRUGGISTS 
235 Main St. 
Prescriptions    Have   Right   Of   vja. 
g  _^j 
NOTICE 
All      Crfw      Kenbers,      Bapervi6or&    •- 
Captain*    .infl    Student    subscription    *'* 
people who wish to avail themselves, «,'1*' 
opportunity   for   freo   BOholarahips   - 
sible   through   the   courtesy   at 
■ffagftsine    PublisheYs    aKain    this 
requested t<» apply  i«» the  national "or****1 
M.   Anthony  Steele  Jr.,   Box  2) i 
pi rto  Kiru.  stating qualifications ( 
M.   Anthony   feteele," j, 
Berman's 
IIASS   MOCCASINS   AND 
SUEDE   JAOKET9 
57 Main  Street. LcTistoj, 
BLUE   BOOK 
LENDING   LIBRARY 
1   Sabattus  St., 
LEWT8TON,  MA INK 
Telephone 88870       Hoon, 1:80—0 P.M. 
SERVALL 
LUNCH 
44 Hates St G"o   E. Sehmi.lt 
The Blue Line 
Lewiston — Rum ford—Farmingtoa 
f.v    f.e\viston— 
7 45   A.SI .   12.35   P.M.,   4.25   P.M. 
I.v   Kinnford— 
7 35   A.M.,   12.25   P.M.,   4.15   P.M. 
I.v   PannififtoB— 
7.30   A.M.,    12.20   P.M..   4.10   P.M. 
STANDARD    TIME 
Fred  C. McKenney 
G4  Sabattus  Street 
CITIES    .-.KRVICE    GASOLINE 
and    LUBRICATING   OILS 
WASHING   unit   GREASING 
Nenrost      tlasoline      Station      to      Coltege 
Compliments of 
J. W. White Co. 
We   can   show  you   a   varied   selection o( 
PRIZE    CUPS 
FOUNTAIN    PENS 
of  all  standard   makes 
LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS 
LADIES' 
LEATHER   HANDBAGS 
LEATHER BILLFOLDS 
BOOK    ENDS 
CLOCKS 
of all kinds 
BARNSTONE-OSG00D 
COMPANY 
Jewelers 
50   LISBON   STREET 
Lewiston,  Mains 
LEWISTON     MONUMENTAL 
WORKS 
ARTISTIC   MEMORIALS 
James  P.   Murphy   Co. 
6  to  10  Bates   St.,   LEWISTON. 
Telephone    4634-R 
THE COLLEGE STORE 
ALWAYS WELCOME 
—+ 
i 
Certainly ♦ ♦ ♦ 
7 out of 10 smokers inhale 
knowingly...the other 
3 inhale unknowingly 
DOyouinhale? Seven out often smokers 
know they do. The other three inhale 
without realizing it. Every smoker breathes 
in some part of the smoke he or she draws 
out of a cigarette. 
Think, then, how important it is to be 
certain that your cigarette smoke is pure 
and clean —to be sure you don't inhale 
certain impurities! 
Do you inhale? Lucky Strike has dared 
to raise this much-avoided subject . 
because certain impurities concealed in 
even the finest, mildest tobacco leaves are 
removed by Luckies' famous purifying 
process. Luckies created that process. Only 
Luckies have it! 
Do you inhale? More than 20,000 physi- 
^>    cians,after Luckies had been furnished them 
for tests, basing their opinions on their smok- 
ing experience, stated that Luckies are less 
irritating to the throat than other cigarettes. 
It's toasted" 
Yp-r Throat Pnrt^-^ y^    -,-,„„ — 
TUNE IN ON LUCKY tTvw-tn    °.KAMm^ 
White Flannels, Sport Coat and Sweaters 
FLANDERS 
62 COURT STREET. 
AUBURN,  MAINE. 
Bring Your Films To Us For Developing 
and Finishing 
24      HOUE      SERVICE 
THE QUALITY SHOP" 
a 
3 Minntes from the C 
Tel.  1817 W 
R* W* CLARK       Reeistered Druggist 
tBr„      *^*--v       Pllre Druga and Mcd,c|nes 
PRESCRIPTIONS   A   SPECIALTY 
Also,  APOLLO  CHOCOLATES 
Corner Bates and Main Street        LEWISTON, MAINE 
A  Complete Banking Service" 
Lewiston Trust Company 
Lewiston, Maine 
We^Solieit the Busi^ToT^ates Students 
»««««« « « « £ a « « « joe! «"X 
*    "Queen of the Ivy Hop" Con^t" * 
let X BALLOT    2 
&   p1
,,,1
hP
1 •"
,,n,cst °om**«« 
x 
x 
M>  C"°irC fw "°'-" of U,e Hop": 
n 
% 
% 
x 
Nil me . 
X       (Signed)   . ** 
x <«>i,o. do „•„, ;rint; ,h;s n;mp •wilI-he •kop;!t;m; • • • yi 
X     «o «S^Ea^"^ A^"«>n Off,ce, or mau    g 
